Kherson Diagnostic Laboratory
Kherson Oblast Laboratory Center
3 Uvarova Str., Kherson

Fact Sheet


**Donor** – the Department of Defense of the United States of America

**Beneficiary/Executive Agent** - the Ministry of Health of Ukraine

**Recipient** – Kherson Oblast Laboratory Center (former Kherson Oblast SES)
Address: 3 Uvarova Str., Kherson
POC: Dr. Vasyl Oleksiovych Stryapochuk, Director of the Oblast Laboratory Center

**Contractor Team** - Integrating Contractor: Black & Veatch. Ukrainian Subcontractors: Techno Project (Designer) & Macrochem (Construction & Equipment supply).

**Design Oversight (Avtornadzor)** - Vasyl Petrovych Lysenko

**Construction Oversight (Technadzor)** - Pavel Yakovlevich Andrievskiy

**Expert Examination of Design Approval** - Conceptual Design was approved by the MoH Central Regime Commission on September 23, 2011. The Working Design was approved by Kherson “Ukrbudderzhexpertise” on February 21, 2012.

**Construction permit** - The Declaration for start of construction was signed by the Chief Doctor of Kherson Oblast SES (Vasyl Oleksiovych Stryapochuk) and registered at GASK (State Architectural Construction Inspection in Kherson oblast) on April 03, 2012.

**State Acceptance** - “Construction Ready for Operation Declaration” was signed by the Chief Doctor (Dr. Vasyl Oleksiovych Stryapochuk) on December 25, 2012 and registered at GASK (State Architectural Construction Inspection in Kherson oblast) on December 28, 2012.

**Transfer of Custody and Sustainment Memorandum of Understanding** - Transfer of Custody is in process.

**EDPs Permit** - Permit for working with Pathogens will be obtained after signing TOC and MoU.
**USG Investment** - Total cost of laboratory: **USD$1,728,822** (USD$1,285,845 for Design & Construction; USD$442,977 for lab equipment and furniture)